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PHOTO  STUDIO



ABOUT

Over a decade of shared experience in the creative industry, traveling to far 
away places, combined with individual personal growth and a very down to
earth approach. Studio Batik is the fruitful outcome of creatives William Los
and Daniëlle Kempen’s reflections; a boutique photo and film studio where 
stories will be told through more than just pictures. 

Three beautiful, distinct floors make Studio Batik the ultimate destination 
for leading professionals across a broad range of industries. From fashion and 
design to architecture, technology and fine arts; creating content of all kinds
and disciplines. 
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  STUDIO BATIK  -  a residence for creativity, a home to slow down in 
  and an environment to grow.

A nest for creativity and well-being. A space that is both calm and uplifting, 
that inspires as well as challenges, making it an environment in which people
and brands can create, discover and grow. The go-to place to create campaigns,
editorials, still photography, video and podcast recordings for both the on-
and offline world.

Love and attention for the individual are key; flexibility and openness allow
the studio to meet the diverse needs of each client and partner. 
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CREATE
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The ground floor has an industrial feeling 
and features an open-plan with 3.5-meter 
high ceiling, large 5 (in two directions) x 
5 x 3.5 m limbo and pipe grid. 

This studio is designed for shoots where 
natural light is desired, but blackout 
curtains can be used if studio lights are 
preferred. 

GROUND FLOOR
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The space features a make-up booth, 
hairdresser washbasin, changing room, 
lounge and closed storage area. The 
perfect decor for large-scale photo and 
video productions for both commercial 
and editorial purposes.

GROUND FLOOR



94 m²
3.5-meter high ceiling
Harmonica doors
Natural light, linen curtains
Studio light, black out curtains
Daylight
Pipe grid
Limbo 
400v power
Makeup booth
Hairdresser washbasin (first floor) 
Changing area 
Storage 
Refrigerator 
Sonos speaker 
WIFI
Racks 2 x
Hangers 
Steamer 1 x
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FLOORSPACE + FACILITIES

INFINITY CURVE

LIMBO STUDIO 
STORAGESTYLING/ HAIR&MAKE-UP

HEIGHT 3.53m

INFINITY CURVE

15.12m

5.20m

4.70m

6.92m

6.24m

8.20m



CONNECT
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The first floor is a daylight studio 
featuring rare vintage furniture  carefully 
curated by Daniëlle and  William. 

With its 3.2-meter high ceiling, an open 
plan, industrial feeling, roomy kitchen and 
long table (12-14 seats),  the first floor is a 
comfortable setting to shoot, create, work, 
share lunch or host special events. In any 
order that is desired.

FIRST FLOOR



FLOORSPACE + FACILITIES

94 m²
3.2-meter high ceiling
Concrete floor and walls
Daylight
Natural light, linen curtains
Black out curtains 
400v power
Toilet 
Kitchen 
Airconditioning
Table with 12-14 seats
Lounge with large couch and coffee table
Hairdresser washbasin 
Lounge chair
Refrigerator
Coffee machine
Sonos speaker 
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KITCHEN

DAYLIGHT STUDIO 

TOILET
STORAGE

15.12m

6.24m

HEIGHT 3.25m



CARE
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The second floor, known as the Shala 
Studio, has a clean, fresh feel to it. 
2.9-meter high ceiling, crisp white 
walls, bamboo wooden floors and 
beautiful daylight streaming through 
the large roof terrace make it an 
inviting, multi-purpose  space. 

SECOND FLOOR
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The Shala Studio is the perfect backdrop 
for anything from photo shoots and 
podcast recordings to breathwork 
workshops or tea ceremonies. 
The second floor is also the designated 
place for clients and their team to come 
together and awaken their body and 
mind. Pre, post or during a day of 
creation.

SECOND FLOOR



w

FLOORSPACE + FACILITIES

40 m²
2.9-meter high ceiling
Daylight 
Ceiling high patio windows
Natural light, linen curtains
Bamboo floor and crisp white walls
Airconditioning
Roof terrace 
Sonos speaker 
WIFI
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STORAGE

ROOF TERRACE/ PATIO

6.24m

6.40m9.60m

DAYLIGHT STUDIO 
HEIGHT 2.92m



EQUIPMENT
Equipment needed such as cameras, computers, hardware, lighting, grip, audio 
equipment and backdrops are also available via our Studio through our selected
rental service: Allard Equipment. Contact photo@studiobatik.com for more in-
formation and prices. 

FURNITURE SELECTION
The carefully curated selection of furniture on all three floors can be used as props.
The curation will be rotating as seen on our social channels and designated
IG highlight. In case you are looking for a specific item or piece of furniture,
we can help locate it through our extensive network of galleries that we work 
closely with. 

CUSTOM OFFERINGS
Should you need anything else, Studio Batik works with an all-embracing net-
work of passionate professional partners to provide comprehensive and dynamic 
service to our clients. We can also help in finding the right people/team to assist 
clients in any way from light, digital to styling assistants.

In order to make bookings at Studio Batik as fitting to your purpose as 
possible we offer additional services to our clients, upon request, for an 
additional fee.

ADDITIONAL  OFFERINGS
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Our big kitchen offers breakfast, snacks and daily lunch. We work together 
with a local bakery for fresh croissants and bread. Neighborhood farmers’ 
markets are the inspiration behind each plate and local gardens can bring 
something collectively to the table. All products and ingredients are fresh and 
in season. We want to keep the food simple, yet nutritious, healthy and delicious.

At Studio Batik you don’t have to think about what to eat, it’s simply there 
to sustain you and provide some food for thought. A set menu including 
breakfast and lunch for €35,- p.p. is offered, but we can also offer special 
catering (including dietary  restrictions) arrangements on request. Freshly 
made lemonade, coffee & tea are free to grab from our kitchen every day.

Find out more about our food concept and kitchen by contacting us: 
photo@studiobatik.com
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FOOD CONCEPT



Studio Batik is located at Jan van Krimpenweg 9-L, 2031 CE Haarlem, the 
Netherlands. 

BY CAR
The Studio is right outside of Haarlem’s vibrant city center off the A-200 and 
A-9, making the studio easily accessible from all directions. Studio Batik is 
just a 15-minute drive from Amsterdam and Schiphol. Clients can park in the 
large lot in front of the studio free of charge.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The Studio is also easily reachable by public transportation, the bus stop 
Haarlem, Ir. Lelyweg is in front of Studio Batik. The train station Haarlem 
Spaarnwoude is a short 15-minute walk away and Haarlem Central station a 
lovely 20-minute walk.

LOCATION
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BOOKINGS



CANCELLATIONS
Cancellations are free of charge until 14 days before the booking. 50% of fee will be charged for 
cancellations up to 7 days before the booking and 100% of fee will be charged for cancellations 
within 7 days before the booking.

3% of your booking is automatically donated to our Regenerate Project. 

Inspired to create together? For more information about availability, our personal offerings
and our rates please contact us at: photo@studiobatik.com

PRICING

COMMERCIAL
Full day, 3 floors   € 700*
Half day, 3 floors   € 400*

EDITORIAL
On request 

HOURS
Full day :    09.00 - 18.00
Half days :    09.00 - 13.00 / 13.30 - 18.00

Overtime will be charged, starting from €90 per hour 
and needs to be discussed. 

* Rates are excluding service costs and VAT.
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Studio Batik is part of a greater ecosystem of people, organizations and 
nature. Its founders feel that the social responsibility of their business is to 
give back to the world just as we all receive from it. Through our Regenerate 
Project we donate 3% of each booking fee to one of the organizations li-
sted below. We teamed up with Marie-Stella-Maris-foundation.org, 
Treedom, One Earth and Clean Clothes Campaign to symbolize diffe-
rent elements of life. All of these organizations do important work and 
with our contribution on your behalf, they’ll make an even deeper im-
pact. All you have to do is pick and we’ll take care of the donation.

WATER ________  Marie-Stella-Maris-foundation.org
AIR  ____________  Treedom.net
EARTH  ________  OneEarth.org
PEOPLE  ________ CleanClothes.org

Want to learn more about our Regenerate Project please visit 
www.studiobatik.com or follow our journey through our social channels.

REGENERATE PROJECT
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CONTACT A reimagination of traditional setlife. 
Feel free to contact us for more information and bookings:

ADDRESS
Jan van Krimpenweg 9-L 
2031 CE Haarlem 
The Netherlands

PHONE
0031 6 43710217

EMAIL
photo@studiobatik.com

WEBSITE    
www.studiobatik.com 

INSTAGRAM  
@studiobatik_

SPOTIFY
LINKEDIN
PINTEREST 
studiobatik



SHALA STUDIO



Where the photo studio is a space for creativity, the Shala is a place 
for (re-)grounding. It’s a place where people can come together through 
meditation workshops, breathwork sessions, ceremonies, creative talks
and gatherings. As a team or as a little moment to yourself. 

The Shala Studio is designed for a multitude of purposes; it’s a home 
that provides a place to grow but can also be used as a professional
daylight photo studio. The Shala, located on the top floor, feels open 
thanks to the adjacent roof terrace, which floods the space with 
natural light throughout the day. The crisp white walls and bamboo 
wooden floor give shoots and decors a different atmosphere then the 
other two floors. 

Creativity within ourselves
Connection with each other
Growth we share as a community
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FLOORSPACE + FACILITIES

Yoga mats 10 x 
Bolsters 10 x
Meditation couchens 15 x 
Blocks 10 x 
Yoga mat cleaners 3 x

Capacity of 10-15 people inside 
Capacity of 10 yoga mats 
Capacity of 25-30 people on terrace 

When renting the Shala Studio, you will also have access to the bathroom 
and kitchen facilities (and all its offerings) on the first floor. 

40 m²
2.9-meter high ceiling
Bamboo floor and crisp white walls
Ceiling high patio windows
Natural light, linen curtains
54 m² terrace
WIFI 
Electricity
Speaker 
WIFI
Storage

SHALA

ROOFTERRACE



BOOKING THE SHALA
All that our Shala Studio has to offer, from meditation sessions to workshops 
and ceremonies, will be communicated through Studio Batik’s Instagram
and newsletter. Next to our monthly program, designed to actively connect 
creatives, we also offer custom-made experiences for people and brands. 
Each experience is an opportunity to connect to yourself and each other.

Reach out to us to see in which way our Shala can be a support to you and 
your brand. We would love to create something special and personal for you. 

Are you a teacher and interested in sharing your experience with us 
and others? Connect with us through: shala@studiobatik.com
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A place dear to our hearts that we are happy to share. 
Our Shala Studio is available to rent or visit, please connect with us: 

ADDRESS
Jan van Krimpenweg 9-L 
2031 CE Haarlem 
The Netherlands

PHONE
0031 6 53977045 

EMAIL
shala@studiobatik.com

CONTACT
WEBSITE    
www.studiobatik.com 

INSTAGRAM  
@studiobatik_

SPOTIFY
LINKEDIN
PINTEREST 
studiobatik


